The following question and answer document is designed to assist the NCAA membership in understanding the application of NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2023-50, which is recommended to be voted on during the NCAA Division I Council's January 2024 meeting.

**Question No. 1:** What types of competitions are considered low-level or minimally organized, and how are these competitions identified?

**Answer:** Low-level or minimally organized competitions are identified by NCAA staff during the amateurism certification process. These competitions meet the definition of organized competition, but objective factors indicate that the competition does not rise to the caliber of event intended to result in delayed enrollment conditions. Examples of such events may include, but are not limited to, a costumed fun run (for student-athletes in running sports) or a community glow golf event (for golf student-athletes).

**Question No. 2:** If adopted, will institutions have the discretion to apply relief to student-athletes charged a delayed enrollment penalty for low-level or loosely organized competitions?

**Answer:** No. This proposal codifies, but does not change, an existing policy allowing staff to apply additional relief beyond the minimal competition threshold at the discretion of NCAA Eligibility Center leadership. This occurs during the normal amateurism certification review process. The legislative relief waiver process remains available if institutions determine that additional relief may be warranted.